Microbial gene regulatory networks are composed of cis-and trans-components that in concert act to control essential and adaptive cellular functions. Regulatory components and interactions evolve to adopt new configurations through mutations and network rewiring events, resulting in novel phenotypes that may benefit the cell. Advances in high-throughput DNA synthesis and sequencing have enabled the development of new tools and approaches to better characterize and perturb various elements of regulatory networks. Here, we highlight key recent approaches to systematically dissect the sequence space of cis-regulatory elements and trans-regulators as well as their inter-connections. These efforts yield fundamental insights into the architecture, robustness, and dynamics of gene regulation and provide models and design principles for building synthetic regulatory networks for a variety of practical applications.
Introduction
Microbes rely on precise regulation of gene expression for a myriad of essential processes during growth and adaptation in changing environments. These patterns of gene expression are generated through coordinated interactions between cis-regulatory DNA elements and trans-regulatory proteins [1] . Cis-regulatory elements are stretches along the genome where regulatory modulation can occur during transcription and translation, often found in upstream and downstream untranslated regions (UTRs) flanking coding DNA sequences (CDS). These UTR regions, such as promoters, repressor binding sites, ribosome binding sites (RBSs), and terminators, contain specific sequences (i.e. single or multipartite sequence motifs) that precisely recruit their corresponding trans-regulatory proteins (e.g. transcription factors, sigma factors) to positively or negatively adjust the expression of associated genes [2] . Each regulatory element and its protein regulators form a regulatory unit that when coupled to other regulatory units make up network motifs, such as feedforward or feedback loops, to facilitate various regulatory functions including signal detection, amplification, propagation, and processing [3] . The constellations of all regulatory units form the global gene regulatory network of the cell, which exhibits a "scale-free" hierarchy with a powerlaw distribution of regulatory connections [4, 5] . Gene regulatory networks possess many features that appear to be conserved across diverse domains of life, ranging from biophysical properties of regulatory factors to global network architectures [6] .
While gene regulatory networks must maintain robust performance on a cellular timescale, they are also highly adaptable on an evolutionary timescale [7] [8] [9] . The rewiring of regulatory networks through addition or subtraction of connections can produce a variety of adaptive and novel phenotypes [10, 11] . Mechanistically, most rewiring events occur either through mutations in a cis-element that alter its binding specificity for a trans-regulatory protein or through a duplicated regulatory protein that subsequently diverges to acquire new network connections and functions [2, 12] . Horizontal transfer of regulatory sequences between related species has recently been implicated to also play an important role in regulatory rewiring, suggesting that sharing of regulatory network architectures and motifs may lead to evolutionary advantages during lateral gene transfer events [13] .
Even though thousands of sequenced microbial genomes have enabled comparative analysis of regulatory sequences and proteins [14] , methods to predict gene expression, network architecture, and regulatory dynamics still remain challenging. Nonetheless, in vitro approaches have made key advances towards unraveling essential components of gene regulation. For example, protein binding microarrays have been used to determine the sequence specificities of regulatory proteins [15] [16] [17] . Systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) is a foundational method for understanding and modeling protein-DNA interactions [18] . Pairing such approaches with high-throughput sequencing have improved the measurement of regulatory protein affinity to defined DNA targets [19] . A gamut of computational tools (e.g. MEME [20] , Bioprospector [21] , FIRE [22] ) have been developed to extract and identify many new regulatory elements and sequence motifs [23] .
The dawning of low-cost genomic technologies has accelerated the systematic characterization of regulatory elements at a larger scale. Advances in high-throughput DNA synthesis, when combined with deep sequencing and cellular phenotyping, offer important new opportunities to bridge key knowledge gaps by enabling systematic and quantitative dissection of complex regulatory interactions between thousands of cis-regulatory elements and trans-regulatory proteins simultaneously [24, 25] . Here, we discuss and highlight recent studies that leverage these new synthetic and systems approaches to analyze microbial regulatory networks to de-convolute the biological complexity that allows even the simplest microbe to exhibit sophisticated, robust, and yet adaptable phenotypes.
Systematic exploration of the sequence-function space of cis-regulatory elements
Since microbial cis-regulatory elements contain only short sequence motifs that modulate gene expression [2] , they are often difficult to annotate directly from genomes and to predict their regulatory function [14] . Furthermore, cis-elements exhibit high sequence divergence as well as altered activity in different genomic and local context that make computational analyses challenging. While transcriptomic studies can help to better identify and delineate regulatory units in individual strains [26] , such approaches are laborious to scale across many species and are confined to only sequences already present in the genome, which leaves the regulatory plasticity of a strain poorly characterized. Recent advances in oligonucleotide library synthesis (OLS) on DNA microarrays [27] have enabled an unprecedented degree of control in regulatory sequences synthesized and a larger scale of experiments performed and quantitative data generated. In these OLS-based approaches, regulatory sequences are mined from genomes or designed in silico, synthesized on madeto-order DNA microarrays, fused to reporter genes, and measured through pooled in vitro or in vivo assays via next-generation sequencing (NGS) and high-throughput cellular phenotyping ( Figure 1a) . A variety of OLS-based improvements and variations have been developed over the past several years. Barcoding is a popular strategy to efficiently link the designed sequence with a unique molecular tag that can be easily matched by NGS [28] . To overcome length limitations on oligo synthesis, approaches using pairwise multiplex assembly of oligonucleotides have been employed [29] . Library uniformity (i.e. abundance of individual members), errors that propagate through assays (e.g. DNA synthesis, cloning, or sequencing), and other technical challenges have been addressed to improve the performance of the overall approach and robustness of the results [30] [31] [32] .
To understand the impact of individual mutations on cis-regulatory element function, a pioneering study by Patwardhan et al. used OLS-based methods to systematically explore the sequence-activity of T3, T7, and SP6 bacteriophage promoters by generating and testing a saturation mutagenesis library of 12,000 variants, including some with multiple base-pair mutations [28] . Following a pooled in vitro bacterial transcription reaction, the activity of each variant's DNA and RNA abundance was determined by DNA-and RNA-seq. The highthroughput dataset delineated core regulatory regions or "footprints" of each promoter that are functionally important for transcription, which when mutated resulted in reduced expression. Furthermore, variants containing two distinct mutations often exhibited positive or negative epistasis (~30% of cases), which highlighted the nonlinear interacting determinants of gene expression. To better functionally annotate sequence motifs in the yeast genome, Sharon et al. utilized a similar OLS-based scanning mutagenesis library to generate and characterize the activity of native and mutant UTRs [24] . In a live-cell reporter assay using fluorescence-assisted cell sorting and sequencing (FACS-seq), which relies on sorting library members into defined bins based on the expression levels of a reporter and sequencing each bin to quantitatively determine the expression level of each variant, the authors detected changes in the protein expression level from UTR variants when specific cis-elements were disrupted. The study highlighted that altering key regulatory element parameters such as multiplicity, orientation, and context can significantly affect gene expression. This OLS-based approach significantly extended beyond previous studies [33] that relied on limited random assemblies of regulatory element fragments to access more complex and defined sequences with single-nucleotide precision.
The activity of cis-regulatory elements can often exhibit context-dependency that necessitates systematic characterizations to unravel their layered complexity. Kosuri et al. attempted to determine the composability and performance of known bacterial cis-elements in synthetic circuits, specifically the degree to which their activity is conserved in different sequence contexts. By generating a combinatorial library of 114 promoters and 111 RBSs and placing them upstream of a fluorescence reporter, the authors could quantify transcription and translation activity levels using RNA-seq, DNA-seq, and FACS-seq. The results revealed frequent context-dependency in these regulatory elements at both transcription and translation levels depending on the combination of promoter and RBS pairing [30] . Furthermore, a significant cross-interaction between transcription and translation was observed: high levels of translation initiation from strong RBSs extended mRNA half-life, while strong secondary structures in the 5′ UTR of mRNA transcripts lowered the translation efficiency. In a complementary set of studies, Mutalik et al. explored ways to better delineate regulatory architectures and to minimize context-dependencies of gene expression [31, 32] . Using the experimental data from characterized regulatory libraries, the authors developed a bi-cistronic regulatory architecture that functionally decoupled two cis-elements to minimize context-dependent variations that arise from irregular 5′ UTR and CDS junctions. Mechanistically, the translation of upstream CDS disrupts the mRNA secondary structure at the bi-cistronic junction, enabling translation efficiency of the downstream CDS to be dynamically and independently modulated by another RBS. By eliminating this large source of deviation in gene expression, the studies reported experimentally measured expression levels that matched the predicted values at a success rate of 93%, which is a 87% reduction in mispredicting gene expression in comparison to previous state-of-art in the field [34] .
Beyond 5′ UTR elements, 3′ UTRs encoding transcriptional terminators have been also been studied through OLS-based approaches [35] . Chen et al. systematically mapped the sequence-activity relationship of 582 natural and synthetic bacterial transcriptional terminators in Escherichia coli. From the data, the authors developed a biophysical model that incorporated U-/A-tract length, hairpin loop, and stem base sequence information to predict the termination efficiency of a given terminator. These emerging approaches further highlight opportunities to systematically dissect detailed cis-regulatory function via de novo DNA synthesis and large-scale functional interrogation.
Network modulation with natural and synthetic trans-regulatory factors
Recent advances in high-throughput genomics have enable large-scale dissection of transregulatory modulators of gene expression. Trans-regulatory proteins control gene expression by recognizing and binding to one or more corresponding cis-elements and can be generally divided into two groups: densely connected global regulators that control hundreds of genes (e.g. primary sigma factor), and sparsely connected regulators that control defined regulons (e.g. extracellular function or ECF sigma factors). While regulators can often be annotated by homology-based analyses [2] , accurate prediction of their target cis-regulatory elements remain challenging. Furthermore, it is difficult to a priori model how changes to regulatory connections alter the transcriptome and affect cellular phenotype. To better delineate regulatory networks through modulation of transacting regulatory factors, various approaches including regulator mutagenesis, domain-shuffling, and heterologous expression have been explored to establish new regulatory connections by generating alterative transregulator to cis-elements assignments (Figure 1b ).
Duplication and subsequent functional divergence of regulators play a key role in regulatory network evolution as it minimizes pleotropic effects by enabling one paralog to diverge while maintaining the other's native function [36] . To better mechanistically delineate the evolutionary path of diverging regulatory factors and its associated impact on regulatory networks, studies have employed random or saturation mutagenesis of regulatory proteins themselves. For example, mutations in the DNA-binding domain (DBD) of regulatory protein may alter its binding strength or specificity to cis-regulatory elements, which can lead to alternative or new network connections [2] . Global transcription machinery engineering (gTME) is an approach that utilizes random mutagenesis to generate regulatory protein variants that can yield novel phenotypes [37] . By screening through a library of E. coli primary sigma factor RpoD, the approach can isolate mutants with altered phenotypes including higher ethanol and SDS tolerance and increased lycopene production. Transcriptomic analysis of these RpoD variants revealed global changes in transcript levels, including altered expression of multiple genes often associated with stress response (e.g. outer membrane proteins). This approach has been further applied to other microbes, leading to new traits through regulatory network rewiring [38, 39] . Additionally, recent advances in directed and saturation mutagenesis methods (e.g. MAGE-seq [40] , CREATE [41] , and PALS [42] ) that leverage high-throughput DNA sequencing and synthesis provide opportunities to more comprehensively assess and precisely engineer the functionalization of new regulatory connections through trans-regulatory protein mutations.
Beyond interrogating single mutations in regulatory proteins, entire domains can be reshuffled and swapped. By comparative analysis, most regulatory proteins and their orthologs appear to organize into defined protein domains that are highly modular, which is perhaps an important evolutionary feature underlying its adaptability. For example, bacterial sigma factors generally encode two distinct DBDs that bind to either −35 or −10 motifs. Through comparative analysis of upstream cis-elements of extracellular function (ECF) sigma factors, Rhodius et al. identified the binding motifs for different ECF sigma factor groups [43] . The authors then generated chimeric sigma factors by combining different −35 and −10 DBDs from these different groups, which remapped sigma factors to new binding motifs. These new regulatory proteins exhibited orthogonal activation of other cis-elements and generated regulatory patterns that are otherwise unavailable to the native network. This type of approach provides an important foundation for future engineering and rewiring of native and synthetic regulatory systems.
In nature, genetic materials are often exchanged between bacteria to facilitate rapid adaptation. However, appropriate trans-factors need to exist in the recipient cell to modulate the expression of these horizontally acquired DNA and to generate novel phenotypes. This process of network rewiring through lateral DNA exchange can be recapitulated in the laboratory, for instance, by cloning a heterologous bacterial sigma factor downstream of a non-native (e.g. constitutive or inducible) promoter on a plasmid that is then transformed into a cell [44, 45] . When the primary Pseudomonas putida sigma factor RpoD is overexpressed in E. coli alongside a genomic library of P. putida, certain E. coli variants showed a significant increase in tolerance to pinene, a jet fuel precursor, for which P. putida possesses natural tolerance [44] . This suggests that transfer of sigma factors from one organism to another may play a role in regulatory adaptation through horizontal transfer. Similarly, when the Lactobacillus plantarum sigma factor was introduced to E. coli, its transcription machinery could express genes from a diverse set of metagenomic sources that would otherwise remain inactive in the E. coli host [45] . Thus, lateral acquisition of transregulators could rewire a regulatory network to an alternatively evolved architecture where multiple transcriptional units are re-tuned to yield phenotypes that are found in another organism. While expression of foreign sigma factors may result in broad transcriptomic changes, expression of more specific regulatory factors such as ECFs could modulate only a sub-set of the regulatory network. For instance, the overexpression of a putative pathwayspecific ATP-binding regulator of the LuxR family (LAL) protein in Streptomyces ambofaciens triggered the activation of an otherwise silent biosynthetic gene cluster (BGC) from which novel macrolides are produced [46] . These results highlight that heterologous expression of regulatory proteins is a powerful approach to study the natural evolution and rewiring of regulatory networks and to generate potentially new phenotypes through a set of simple genetic perturbations.
Rewiring connections between cis-elements and trans-factors across regulatory networks
Cis-elements and trans-regulatory factors work in concert to regulate gene expression across a regulatory network. A key question is how changes in the regulatory connections translate into cellular phenotypes. One approach is to generate libraries of novel cis-element and trans-regulator combinations to mimic network rewiring events, thereby integrating various aspects of regulatory evolution such as cis-element mutations, trans-factor divergence, and horizontal transfer together into a single experimental framework (Figure 1c ) [47, 48] . In a recent study, two Salmonella enterica global regulators, H-NS and StpA, were rewired to take on one another's regulatory input logic by swapping the location of their CDSs [49] . This caused not only altered dynamic expression of the target genes of the two regulators but also another regulator, the stationary phase sigma factor RpoS, and all its regulated genes. Furthermore, the altered transcriptome yielded phenotypic differences such that the rewired strain could outcompete the wild type strain at 37 °C growth but not at 25 °C. This study illustrates how a relatively simple rewiring of two global regulators can significantly alter the transcriptome and confer a distinct phenotype.
A key question in understanding regulatory network architecture and evolution is to delineate its robustness to network rewiring. While changes in protein sequences may be easily predicted and their consequences in the cell directly measurable, the effects of regulatory rewiring on the transcriptome and the cellular phenotype may be more difficult to To further understand the underlying mechanism of the observed cellular adaptations, transcriptomes of 100 selected rewired variants were analyzed and clustered into one of 20 unique profiles, each representing a discrete cellular state [48] . The largest cluster of 25 unique rewired variants were associated with changes in expression of the ribosomal machinery, with ~125 upregulated ribosomal, ATP synthase, and tRNA genes. Interestingly, five different rewired regulators with different cis-elements yielded the same transcriptome profile. These variants affected the same set of master regulators including OmpC, none of which were directly rewired in the study. Similar results were seen for rewired variants that elicited changes in gene expression of flagellar genes driven by the master regulator FilA. Overexpression of OmpC and FilA recapitulated the altered transcriptomes directly, suggesting that rewired networks are tapping into various sets of preconditioned biological responses. These synthetic regulatory rewiring approaches provide opportunities to further generate fundamental insights into how regulatory networks produce novel adaptive responses via defined and tractable evolutionary paths.
Outlook
Next generation sequencing technologies have enabled an unprecedented capacity to determine and compare genomic sequences to better discover, annotate, and dissect regulatory function. In parallel, high-throughput DNA synthesis has facilitated the systematic exploration and analysis of regulatory cis-elements, trans-factors, and their interaction networks. While metagenomic sequencing efforts have generated a significant amount of raw data, better analysis approaches are still needed to assign function to these sequences and to understand the regulatory architecture governing gene expression in individual cells and across whole communities [51, 52] . Furthermore, whole-cell models are needed to integrate these complex cellular process with dynamic regulatory programs [53] . More experimental tools leveraging advances in genome engineering, editing, and regulatory control can provide better platforms to rewire and perturb network components and interactions. Emerging CRISPR-mediated gene activation and repression systems could more precisely modulate gene expression in a highly programmable and multiplexed fashion [54] . As large-scale gene and pathway synthesis improves, synthetic regulatory circuits can take on more sophistication, moving beyond simple architectures such as the repressilator [55] towards bigger and more complex designs [56] . These synthetic circuits can be used to better test many features of natural regulatory networks including adaptability, scalability, and robustness to improve our understanding and design of regulatory networks [57, 58] .
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Useful synthetic networks could be implemented in organisms with significant bio-industrial relevance or even in more complex mammalian systems. Ultimately, altering regulatory networks through high-throughput systematic and synthetic approaches constitute a new set of powerful approaches to understand fundamental principles of regulatory structure and evolution and hold great promise to rapidly generate organisms with new phenotypes. Curr Opin Syst Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 January 11.
